
 

Kick Telugu Full Movie In Hindi Dubbed Download Yahoo Kick is a critically acclaimed Indian-Hindi-Telugu bilingual action
drama film created, written, and directed by S. Shankar. It features Rajinikanth in dual lead roles with Akshay Kumar in
supporting roles. It was produced by Lyca Productions and has music composed by A. R. Rahman. The film was released on 1
October 2012, and received positive reviews from critics and film goers. It was declared as a "Super Hit" at the box office. S.
Shankar is the director of this movie with his second directorial venture after Enthiran (2010). Though this film belongs to
Rajni, he has performed an important role in the movie for which Makkar is nominated for Filmfare Awards South. The crew
of this movie includes cinematographer Anthony, editor Sreekar Prasad, art director Neil D'Silva, costume designer Tanya
Sehgal, production designer Vijay Kurien, choreographers John Keoghan & Jerome Daniels etc. The name Kick is inspired by
football. The film's story revolves around the game of football and how world's most expensive players triumph over greed,
jealousy, love, and hate. The film follows the life of a poor Telugu family in Mumbai whose sole aim is to bring out an
international player who can represent India at the highest level. The movie peaks with a game between India vs World XI
which was participated by foreign players playing for their countries previously played in India. Only Rajnikanth played for
India. Kabir Suman is a legend in Indian football and captain of the Indian national team. He played a vital role in the 1965 and
1970 Asian Cup qualifiers. He was the first Indian to play for a European club, playing for Romania's Rapid București during
1971–72 season. He also played for Poland's Gwardia Warszawa during 1973–74 season and later had stints with French sides
Paris Saint-Germain and Caen.. Suman never made it to the big stage even though he was one of India's best players of his time.
The story revolves around Kabir Suman (Rajnikanth), a former Indian footballer who has not been able to earn a living in the
last decade. Kabir is torn between his passion for football and his need to feed his family. After spending many years struggling
in Mumbai's slums, Kabir Suman finds a means to return to his home state, Andhra Pradesh, to live with his brother and sister-
in-law, Ramu and Neelam. Since they have limited resources, Kabir convinces them to train him as a footballer so that he can
achieve great success on the field and earn a decent income as an actor as well.
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